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The Radical Women Manifesto
2001

the complete guide to radical women a thriving activist multiracial queer and straight socialist
feminist organization founded in 1967 and still as subversive as ever this updated edition of a
women s liberation classic is an exhilarating exploration of marxist feminist theory and activism it is
a unique and valuable resource a handbook for feminist organizing a history of radical women s
impressive work and a sourcebook of feminist thinking on a wide range of issues founded in seattle
in 1967 the working class feminist group radical women continues to fight for social justice freedom
from oppression and an end to capitalism this manifesto covers the history and theoretical
underpinnings of the movement from its marxist origins to the present day and establishes the goals
and structures for radical women of today this visionary manifesto is for today s warriors wherever
we are it s a brilliant guide toward our common goal freedom debbie brennan melbourne australia

Radical Women Manifesto
1973

first published in 1991 the volume reprints excerpts from six radical feminist journals of this crucial
decade the lily the genius of liberty the pioneer and women s advocate the una the woman s
advocate and the sybil

The Radical Women's Press of the 1850s
2001

updated and expanded edition of the foundational text of women of color feminism originally
released in 1981 this bridge called my back is a testimony to women of color feminism as it emerged
in the last quarter of the twentieth century through personal essays criticism interviews testimonials
poetry and visual art the collection explores as coeditor cherríe moraga writes the complex
confluence of identities race class gender and sexuality systemic to women of color oppression and
liberation reissued here nearly thirty five years after its inception the fourth edition contains an
extensive new introduction by moraga along with a previously unpublished statement by gloria
anzaldúa the new edition also includes visual artists whose work was produced during the same
period as bridge including betye saar ana mendieta and yolanda lópez as well as current contributor
biographies bridge continues to reflect an evolving definition of feminism one that can effectively
adapt to and help inform an understanding of the changing economic and social conditions of
women of color in the united states and throughout the world immense is my admiration for the
ongoing dialogue and discourse on feminism indigenous feminism the defining discussions in women
of color movements and the broader movement i have loved this book for thirty years and am so
pleased we have returned with our stories words and attributes to the growing and resilient
movement winona laduke anishinaabe executive director honor the earth praise for the third edition
this bridge called my back dispels all doubt about the power of a single text to radically transform
the terrain of our theory and practice twenty years after its publication we can now see how it helped
to untether the production of knowledge from its disciplinary anchors and not only in the field of
women s studies this bridge has allowed us to define the promise of research on race gender class
and sexuality as profoundly linked to collaboration and coalition building and perhaps most
important it has offered us strategies for transformative political practice that are as valid today as
they were two decades ago angela davis university of california santa cruz this bridge called my
back has served as a significant rallying call for women of color for a generation and this new edition
keeps that call alive at a time when divisions prove ever more stubborn and dangerous a much cited
text its influence has been visible and broad both in academia and among activists we owe much of
the sound of our present voices to the brave scholars and feminists whose ideas and ideals crowd its
pages shirley geok lin lim university of california santa barbara this book is a manifesto the 1981
declaration of a new politics us third world feminism no great de colonial writer from fanon shaarawi
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blackhawk or sartre to mountain wolf woman de beauvoir saussure or newton could have alone
proclaimed this politic born of necessity this politic denies no truths its luminosities drive into and
through our bodies writers and readers alike become shape shifters are invited to enter the shaman
witness state to invoke power differently us third world feminism requires a re peopling the creation
of planetary citizen warriors this book is a guide that directs citizenry shadowed in hate terror
suffering disconnection and pain toward the light of social justice gender and erotic liberation peace
and revolutionary love this bridge transits our dreams and brings them to the real chela sandoval
university of california santa barbara

This Bridge Called My Back, Fourth Edition
2015-02-11

contrary to clichés about the end of feminism deborah siegel argues that younger women are not
abandoning the movement but reinventing it after forty years is feminism today a culture or a cause
a movement for personal empowerment or broad scale social change have women achieved equality
or do we still have a long way to go

Sisterhood, Interrupted
2007-08-24

the radical feminist movement has undergone significant transformation over the past four decades
from the direct action of the 1960s and 1970s to the backlash against feminism in the 1980s and
1990s drawing on organizational documents and interviews with both veterans of the women s
movement and younger feminists in columbus ohio nancy whittier traces the changing definitions of
feminism as the movement has evolved she documents subtle variations in feminist identity and
analyzes the striking differences conflicts and cooperation between longtime and recent activists the
collective stories of the women many of them lesbians and lesbian feminists whom the author shows
to be central to the women s movement and radical feminism illustrate that contemporary radical
feminism is very much alive it is sustained through protests direct action feminist bookstores rape
crisis centers and cultural activities like music festivals and writers workshops which whittier argues
are integral and political aspects of the movement s survival her analysis includes discussions of a
variety of both liberal and radical organizations including the women s action collective women
against rape fan the flames bookstore the ohio era task force and now unlike many studies of
feminist organizing her study also considers the difference between columbus a midwest medium
sized city and feminist activities in major cities like new york san francisco and chicago as well as the
roles of radical feminists in the development of women s studies departments and other social
movements like aids education and self help in the series women in the political economy edited by
ronnie j steinberg

Feminist Generations
1995-06-08

radical women in latin america is a collection of original essays by scholars from a variety of
disciplines anthropology history and political science on the political activism of women from both
the left and the right the stories of these radical women challenge traditional portrayals of men as
violent and women as inherently peaceful this volume forces us to confront the fact that there is no
automatic sisterhood among women even among those of the same class and ethnicity at the same
time the essays show the similarities that can unite women across immense political divides this
book analyzes radical women s actions and motivations through four interrelated themes
maternalism feminism autonomy and coalitions between left and right wing women in three central
american countries nicaragua el salvador and guatemala and three south american countries
argentina brazil and chile the editors and contributors to this volume have done extensive and
recent field research in latin america radical women in latin america challenges both stereotypical
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views of latin american women as easily manipulated and portrayals of women s activism as
inherently progressive this book will make clear that women are capable of defining their own
interests and their political identities organizing autonomously and even using violence if they deem
it necessary to pursue their goals

Notes from the First Year
1968

first published in 1991 the volume reprints excerpts from six radical feminist journals of this crucial
decade the lily the genius of liberty the pioneer and women s advocate the una the woman s
advocate and the sybil

Radical Women in Latin America
2001-04-24

crow women s studies u of calgary attempts to retrieve the lost history of north american radical
feminists a group to be distinguished from mainstream feminism by their critique of the entire
structure of society in spite of anti feminist attempts to label all feminists radical she presents a
collection of essays manifestos position papers and newsletters drawn mainly from the lesbian
herstory archives the redstockings archives and the barnard college special collections thus limiting
the material to the east coast covering the years 1967 to 1975 most of the documents are organized
topically under the headings lesbianism heterosexuality children race and class annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The Radical Women's Press of the 1850s
2013-10-28

a top conservative writer takes on america s leading feminists confronting them with hard evidence
of how women like them have done more harm than good over the last four decades

Radical Feminism
2000-02

winner of outstanding book award of gustavus myers center for the study of human rights an award
winning and canonical history of radical feminism whose activist heat and intellectual audacity
powered second wave feminism 30th anniversary edition a fascinating chronicle of radical feminism
s rise and fall from the mid sixties to the mid seventies daring to be bad is a must read for both
students of gender history and activists of intersectionality this thirtieth anniversary edition reveals
how current debates about race transgender rights queer theory and sexuality echo issues that
galvanized and divided feminists fifty years ago

Women who Make the World Worse
2006

feminism is not dead this groundbreaking book advances a radical and pioneering feminist manifesto
for today s modern audience that exposes the real reasons as to why women are still oppressed and
what feminist activism must do to counter it through a vibrant and original account of the global
reclaim the night march
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Daring to Be Bad
2019-10-22

this timely new book explores the formation of the radical feminist movement of the 1960s and
1970s its prominent leaders and organizations and the issues it sought to address radical feminists a
guide to an american subculture provides a current comprehensive introduction to the radical
feminists of the 1960s and 1970s familiarizing readers with the individuals organizations actions and
philosophies that comprised this now historic movement of course the feminists of the 1960s and
1970s stood on the shoulders of the crusaders who came before thus the book looks at important
historical events that paved the way for radical feminism also examining the influence of the women
s suffrage civil rights and new left movements specific social and political issues that concerned the
radical feminists are explored including sexuality sex roles contraception and abortion equal
opportunity feminism in the media and women in leadership finally the work scrutinizes the fate of
the radical feminists and their legacy discussing how their work affected the women s movement
overall and how it affects the women and men of today

Radical Feminism
2015-02-17

the women of the feminist memoir project give voice to the spirit the drive and the claims of the
women s liberation movement they helped shape beginning in the late 1960s these thirty two writers
were among the thousands to jump start feminism in the late twentieth century here in pieces that
are passionate personal critical and witty they describe what it felt like to make history to live
through and contribute to the massive social movement that transformed the nation what made
these particular women rebel and what experiences ideas feelings and beliefs shaped their activism
how did they maintain the will and energy to keep such a struggle going for so long and continuing
still memoirs and responses by kate millett vivian gornick michele wallace alix kates shulman joan
nestle jo freeman yvonne rainer barbara smith ellen willis eve ensler shirley geok lin lim roxanne
dunbar naomi weisstein alice wolfson and many more embody the excitement that fueled the
movement and the conflicts that threatened it from within their stories trace the ways the world has
changed

Radical Feminism
1973

how racial and class differences influenced the modern women s movement

Radical Feminists
2011-07-25

first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Feminist Memoir Project
2007

a pioneering study of how british women from different social groups created radical identities and
represented themselves in the public sphere between 1800 and 1940 while highlighting their
ingenuity in remaking various dominant discourses such as christianity constitutionality and
domesticity the book also reveals the paradoxes involved in this subversion
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Feminist Revolution
1978

at the end of the 1960s the women s liberation movement proc laimed the emergence of a new
american feminism which would make the leap from feminism to liberation in the second decade of
the feminist revival in america the women s movement feels a collective responsibility to make an
interim report to record the history of the movement for those who come after its ecstatic
beginnings moreover a decade seems a natural interval to evaluate the errors and the lasting
triumphs of this developing movement

Revolutionary Socialist Feminists
1976

for the great majority on both sides of the abortion debate the idea of a pro life feminist is the
ultimate contradiction in terms abortion has become so central to feminist thinking that women who
affirm their belief in both women s empowerment and the inalienable right to life can find
themselves viewed with suspicion and hostility from both sides yet the author of this book is indeed
a pro life feminist and her insightful analysis of contemporary issues can provide the basis for
common ground between those defending human rights this book unashamedly calls mainstream
feminists journalists and western politicians to account for their silence and in some cases vocal
justification of the persecution of women because of an absolutist loyalty to abortion it asks
uncomfortable questions to those who claim to believe in women s empowerment where is their
passionate outrage when chinese women are forcibly aborted and sterilised where is their concern
for the thousands of baby girls killed by abortion every year because their lives are held as worthless
simply for being female what about the thousands of women used as surrogates for wealthy western
couples treated as chattels and denied their most basic human rights but the book also tackles
difficult issues for the pro life side the need for a sensitive realistic approach to problematic
pregnancies and the importance of confronting the continued exploitation and abuse of women
within a sexualised society pro life feminism is not only possible it is vital if the complex struggles
facing women are to be adequately met the abolition of woman is a rallying cry to feminists to stand
with the pro life movement fighting to build a society in which women are equal and every human
life is protected

Radical Sisters
2008

marching women who are the new feminists what do they want an underground revolution is taking
place today in major cities and small towns on campuses and in living rooms everywhere the new
feminists women young and old are meeting to demand complete equality social political and
economic to get it they intend to fight men are the enemy new feminists see america as a nation of
the men by the men and for the men women are relegated to second class citizenship and consoled
with minis and maxis nail polish and afternoon tv the new liberated women reject traditional
feminine roles and demand a sexless society where all roles from pie maker to the presidency are
open to any qualified person regardless of sex learn how the women s liberation movement is going
to affect you your sex life your marriage your children your whole life back cover

Three Radical Women Writers
1996

published in tandem with the brooklyn museum s exhibit we wanted a revolution black radical
women 1965 85 this sourcebook republishes an array of rare and little known documents from the
period by artists writers and cultural critics demonstrating the diversity of black women s
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engagement with art and politics during this period

Some Proposals for Radical Women
1968

this book of contemporary haiku follows a young poet on her journey as she explores feminism self
worth overcoming abuse and other issues faced in today s society

Radical Femininity
1998

this book traces the intersection of radical feminism composition and print culture in order to
address a curious gap in feminist composition studies the manifesto writing collaborative action
taking radical feminists of the 1960s and 1970s long before contemporary debates over essentialism
radical feminist groups questioned both what it was to be a woman and to perform womanhood and
a key part of that questioning took the form of very public very contentious texts by such writers and
groups as shulamith firestone the redstockings and witch the women s international terrorist
conspiracy from hell rhodes explores how these radical women s texts have been silenced in
contemporary rhetoric and composition and compares their work to that of contemporary online
activists finding that both point to a network literacy that blends ever shifting identities with ever
changing technologies in order to take action ultimately rhodes argues the articulation of radical
feminist textuality can benefit both scholarship and classroom as it situates writers as rhetorical
agents who can write resist and finally act within a network of discourses and identifications

From Feminism to Liberation
2018

tired of explaining reality to fiercely obstinate men about why women need feminism journalist
andreia nobre took the task to clarify some of the misconceptions widely spread about the radical
feminism and the feminist theory the author would like to make it very clear that feminists don t
hate all men but you can if you want to

The Abolition of Woman
1970

note lesbianism in the index

Woman Power: the Movement for Women's Liberation
2017

unapologetic troublemaking agitating revolutionary and hot headed radical feminism bravely
transformed the history of politics love sexuality and science in firebrand feminism breanne fahs
brings together ten years of dialogue with four founders of the radical feminist movement ti grace
atkinson kathie sarachild roxanne dunbar ortiz and dana densmore taking aim at the selfishness of
the right and the incremental politics of the liberal left they defiantly and fiercely created a new kind
of feminism in the late 1960s firebrand feminism provides a timely and historically rich account of
these audacious women and the lasting impact of their words and work this unique and provocative
book unites second and third wave feminism and creates a much needed intergenerational dialogue
about the utility of feminist rage the importance of refusal the changing politics of sex and love trans
rights and tactics to start and continue a revolution
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We Wanted a Revolution
2001

the story of the black freedom struggle in america has been overwhelmingly male centric starring
leaders like martin luther king jr malcolm x and huey newton with few exceptions black women have
been perceived as supporting actresses as behind the scenes or peripheral activists or rank and file
party members but what about vicki garvin a brooklyn born activist who became a leader of the
national negro labor council and guide to malcolm x on his travels through africa what about shirley
chisholm the first black congresswoman from rosa parks and esther cooper jackson to shirley
graham dubois and assata shakur a host of women demonstrated a lifelong commitment to radical
change embracing multiple roles to sustain the movement founding numerous groups and mentoring
younger activists helping to create the groundwork and continuity for the movement by operating as
local organizers international mobilizers and charismatic leaders the stories of the women profiled in
want to start a revolution help shatter the pervasive and imbalanced image of women on the
sidelines of the black freedom struggle contributors margo natalie crawford prudence cumberbatch
johanna fernández diane c fujino dayo f gore joshua guild gerald horne ericka huggins angela d
leblanc ernest joy james erik mcduffie premilla nadasen sherie m randolph james smethurst
margaret stevens and jeanne theoharis

Radical Women in Latin America
2019-03-24

an encyclopedic yet personal exploration of the meaning of socialist feminism the power of marxist
theory and working class feminism and the highs and lows of an activist life through columns essays
and speeches spanning 40 years clara fraser addresses diverse topics including women s leadership
the interconnections of racism and sexism homophobia in the military electoral politics and her own
and others battles for job rights and free speech meet a woman revolutionary for all times

Radical Women: A Book of Femku
2012-02-01

cultural writing african american studies latin american studies asian american studies women of
color have survived over 500 years of repression in the americas and it has been our search for
dignity against the greatest odds that has forged in us the anger determination and political
consciousness that compel us to step forward to challenge this bankrupt and dying system

Radical Feminism, Writing, and Critical Agency
2020-11-30

in the 21st century radical feminist theory and activism is more important than ever hence this new
anthology which brings together the best in contemporary radical feminist thought spinning and
weaving radical feminism for the 21st century seeks to raise up the voices of women around the
world writing or creating from a radical feminist perspective including scholars journalists political
activists and organizers bloggers writers poets artists and independent thinkers this anthology
especially seeks to amplify the voices of women of color who are most likely to be silenced
marginalized or ignored and their experience denied or minimized relevant to contemporary radical
feminism this collection explores themes around the intersection of sex race and other axes of
oppression violence against women and girls sex trafficking and the sex industry pornography
sexuality lesbian feminism the environment political activism feminist organizing women only spaces
and events liberal versus radical feminism transgenderism and many other topics of interest and
import to radical feminist theory and practice
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The Grumpy Guide To Radical Feminism
1971

Rebirth of Feminism
1973

Which Road Towards Women's Liberation
1972*

Sexual Politics
1970

Which Road Towards Womens' [sic] Liberation
2018-04-24

Firebrand Feminism
2009-12

Want to Start a Revolution?
1998

Revolution, She Wrote
2003

Women of Color
2021-04-15

Spinning and Weaving
2002

This Bridge Called My Back
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